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Abstract—Sound is the identity of human beings who are 

unique and inherent in the human body. Human speech 

recognition system using human voice that was extracted by 

the MFCC method, generating matrix and stored in a 

database. The process of identifying the human voice with 

voice to match tested and matched to the matrix that exists in 

the database using artificial neural network algorithm. A 

number of sound 30 files of 300 people. A sound file in a matrix 

waveread 2 x 176520 then extracted with MFCC be 10 x 501 

(10 Chanal) further compression by PCA method to be 10 x 4 

per voice and direshape to 1 x 40 (change column so rows) the 

end result of the extraction of sound before entering the neural 

network 40 x 300. Sound pattern recognition using artificial 

neural networks have a 80% accuracy rate. 

Keywords-component; formatting; style; styling; insert (key 

words) 

I. INTRODUCTION 

Sound is the identity of human beings than fingerprint, 

iris, face and DNA attached to the human body that are 

unique. Characteristic frequency of the human voice is on 

the resulting articulator. ASR pronunciation technology 

(Automatic Speech Recoginition) allow computers to 

human speech recognize, although it is still limited to a 

certain language [1]. 

Speech recognition by proposing a fully-connected 

network in the hidden layer between input and output. 

Extraction of features used in speech recognition is LPCC 

and MFCC. Artificial neural networks have the ability to 

solve the problem of non-linear wave-like sound [2]. 

Artificial neural networks can be used to recognize 

isolated sound. Stage noise speech recognition consists of 2 

stages, the pre-processing DSP (Digital Signal Processing) 

and post processing with artificial neural network with three 

different models of multi layer back propagation, Elman and 

probabilistic neural networks [3] 

II. THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 

2.1. Pattern Recognition 

Artificial neural networks (ANN) are composed of 

simple elements operating in parallel. These elements are 

inspired by biological neural system so that it can mimic the 

human brain works. ANN has been trained to perform 

complex functions in various areas, such as identification, 

pattern recognition, classification, image restoration, as well 

as for system control [4] 

Simple introduction to the classification using back 

propagation neural network successful almost 97% of the 

pattern [5]. 

Pattern recognition (pattern recognition) can be defined 

as the process classification of objects or patterns into 

several kateori or class, and aims to decision 

making[6].There are three pattern recognition approach, 

which is the syntax, statistics, as well as through artificial 

neural networks. Approach with neural network pattern is 

the approach by combining statistical approach and syntax. 

Authentication action to determine or confirm something 

or someone as authentic, namely claims by or about the 

object or individual is correct.  

 

2.2. Authentication 

Authentication of a person in general include the 

verification of the identity of the person[7]. Authentication 

methods used by humans are divided into three: 

1. Users themselves / biometrics (fingerprints, retina, 

DNA, iris, voice) 

2. Something owned (identification card) 

3. Something to keep in mind (password, PIN) 

 

Pattern recognition with Neural Networks will make 

intelligent systems by providing training and some rules and 

statistical data that is used by the system to make 

decisions[8]. 

 

2.3. Speech Signal 

Speech signal is a the signal produced from the human 

voice during a conversation. Speech signal is a complex 

combination of variations in air pressure that passes through 

vocal cords and vocal tract, the mouth, tongue, teeth, lips, 

and palate. Speech resulting from a collaboration between 

the lungs (pulmonary), glottis (the vocal cords) and the 

articulation tract (mouth and nasal cavities). Voice signal 

consists of a series of sounds, each of which stores a piece 

of information. Based on how it is developed, the sound can 

be divided into voiced and unvoiced. Voiced speech sounds 

or noise resulting from vibration of the vocal cords, while 

unvoiced sounds generated from the friction between the air 

in the vocal tract. Speech signal has some characteristics, 
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such as the pitch and intensity of sound that is useful in 

analyzing the voice signal. Pitch is the frequency of the 

signal is often called intonation. The intensity of sound is 

the sound power level. 

 

2.4. Feature Extraction 

Specific characteristics to be extracted from the input 

signal will sound speaker recognition. Extraction is the best 

parametric representation of the acoustic signal to produce 

better performance recognition. 

cSpecific characteristics to be extracted from the input 

signal will sound speaker recognition. Extraction is the best 

parametric representation of the acoustic signal to produce 

better recognition performance. Mel Frequency cepstral 

coefficients (MFCC) is one of the most successful feature 

extraction in speech recognition, and coefficients obtained 

through the analysis filter bank. The steps are performed in 

the pre-extraction is emphais, frame blocking, windowing, 

filter bank analysis, logarithmic compression and discrete 

cosine transform. Overall process can be seen in Figure 1. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 1. The Process feature extraction with MFCC 

 

1) Pre-Emphasis 

Pre-processing voice signals from both databases are 

provided to pre MFCC feature extraction stage pressure 

Pre-Emphasis is a process designed to increase the 

frequency of some magnitude with respect to the magnitude 

of other frequencies. The first order of the FIR filter with 

the transfer function in the z domain. 

                                   (1)  

Pre-emphasis coefficient δ located between  

       (2) 

       (3) 

 

2) Frame Blocking 

Statistical characteristics of the speech signal is invariant 

only in the short time that interval. Here the signal is 

blocked into sample frame fN, with adjacent frames being 

separated by the sample FM (Frame Shift). If  speakers 

frame is and  the overall 

voice signal, then 

     (4) 

 (       

       (5) 

 

 

 

3) Windowing 

The next process is windowing, where each frame 

windowed to reduce the signal discontinuities at the 

beginning and end of the frame. Windowing is chosen to 

record the edge sinya in every frame. If windowing is 

defined as bellow : 

                                  (6) 

                                    (7) 

Then, 

     (8) 

          (9) 

 

Hamming Window is the best option in the voice 

recognition, which integrates all of the frequency of 

the nearest line. Hamming Window equation as below 

                      (10) 

                        (11) 

 

4. Filter Bank Analysis 

A filter bank analysis conducted to convert any 

instance the time of fN to the frequency. 

Transformation of fourier applied to convert 

convolution of signals glottal and response in the 

domain of the vocal tract signal to domains 

frequency. 

Magnitude of frequency response any filter 

triangular is equal to the center and the frequency 

and reduce to zero on two linear frequency nave 

near tapis. Furthermore, each output tapis is the sum 

of component filter spectral. Mel scale is defined as 

follows : 

                               (12) 

A filter that same called as bank mel scale 

filter and frequency response of filter bank 

simulate process perception done in the ear. 

 

5. Logarithmic Compression 

Function compression algorithms output filter 

obtained from analysis filter bank. Output 

compression filter fm th expressed as follows: 

          (13) 

           (14) 

 

6. Discrete Cosine Trnasformation 

Discrets Cosine Transform (DCT) applied to output 

filter and first coefficients were brought together as 

vekctor feature of the framework speaker specific. 

A coefficient k MFCC between 1  as 

follows : 
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    (15) 

(16) 

Where C is sequence Mel Scale Cepstrum. 

 

2.5. Neural Network Backpropagation 

Backpropagation is a supervised learning 

algorithm, and usually used by a perceptron with a lot 

of layers to change the weights that connect with 

existing neurons in the hidden layer. Backpropagation 

algorithm using the error output to modify the weights-

weights in the backward direction (backward). To get 

this error, advanced propagation phase (feedfoward) 

should be done first. The architecture neural network 

backpropagation as follow 
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Figure 2. The architecture neural network backpropagation 

III. SOFTWARE DEVELOPMENT METHODS 

Software development method used is the System 

Development Life Cycle (SDLC) including analysis, design, 

implementation, testing, and evaluation as shown Figure 3. 
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Implementation

 
Figure 3. The SDLC  method 

 

Software development model for building human 

speech recognition system as shown in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Software development 

 

3.1. Desaign Display 

1. The Main Desaign 

The principal design program, for displaying the title, 

buttons training and testing can be seen from figure 5. 

SISTEM PENGENALAN SUARA
SPEAKER RECOGNITION

Logo Undip

Oleh :
Nama                 NIM

Pelatihan Pengujian

 
Figure 5. The main design of the speaker recognition system. 

 

2. Learning Desaign 

Design training data is a step to perform training for 

some of the data with a recorded voice format. wav. 

There are two processes of training in the pre-processing 

and feature extraction, as shown in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Learning Desaign 

 

3. Testing Desain 

Design of testing speaker recognition is  step 

process of matching data, displaying location of the 

sound file to be tested or it can be record directly the 

sound using a microphone. 
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Figure 7. Desaign testing 
 

Can be seen in Figure 7, the data input to display 

data voice file or that can be tested directly by recording 

his voice. By clicking recognition results can be seen in 

the results column recognition. 

 

4. Desaign System 

The design steps the speaker recognition system is 

divided into two steps of training and testing steps voice 

sound to match the data voice. 

Artificial neural networks training stage with sound 

and then place the extracted feature vector of 

characteristics and generate each and are stored in the 

database, and next up is the process of matching data as 

seen in Figure 8. 
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Figure 8. Desain Recognition System 

 

IV. RESULT 

4.1. Training artificial neural networks 

Artificial neural networks have been trained up a few 

times to get a high performance and short time in training 

then testing was done to get a good performance value. The 

following Table 1.  

Table 1.Ttraining results. 

 
 

4.2. Test Result 

Table 2. Is a test results of the test data as many 10 

times from each testers name.The above table will show the 

level of accuracy of each personnel in a test of the recorded 

sound can be directly calculated by the formula 
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V. CONCLUSION 

Spaker recognition system can research some 

conclusions as follows. 

Speaker recognition system design using characteristic 

extraction method MFCC (Mel Frequency cepstral 

Coefficients) and matching the data with the voice behind 

the propagation neural network has a high degree of 

accuracy with the MSE (Mean Square Error) which includes 

small as 0.028766. 

In the speech recognition system is tested with 

accuracy 81,67%. 

VI. FURTHER WORK 

Some research will be developed next is as follows: 

Recognition systems necessary data sound of which 

various on condition in surroundings diverse so, when tested 

in environmental conditions diverse has the accuracy is 

high. 

Speaker recognition systems with additional device 

high-resolution accuracy have a high as well. 
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